
HJS-1/2-FM/SM – VIVE WIRELESS
HUB

This  is  the  Vive  Wireless  Hub.  The  Vive  hub  provides  a
connection  point  for  Lutron  Vive  devices  such  as  PowPak
wireless  dimming  and  switching  modules,  PowPak  Wireless
Fixture  Controllers,  PowPak  20  A  Relay  Modules,  Maestro
Wireless dimmers and switches, Pico remote controls, Radio
Powr  Savr  occupancy  sensors,  and  daylight  sensors.  For  a
complete  list  of  compatible  devices,  see  spec  sheet
(downloadable PDF). Click here to see the Lutron Vive story.

Features:

Communicates  with  controls  on  a  floor  using  Lutron
wireless Clear Connect technology (range radius of 71 ft
[22 m]).
Distributed  system  architecture.  Wireless  sensors  and
controls must be located within 60 ft. (18 m) line of
sight, or 30 ft. (9 m), through walls, of the associated
device.
Supports  timeclock  events  based  on  both  sunrise  and
sunset or fixed time-of-day.
Integrated  multi-color  LED  provides  feedback  on  what
mode the hub is in.
Contact Closure Inputs for integration with devices by
others including devices for Title 24 Automatic Demand
Response

https://www.literitecontrols.com/product/hjs-1-2-fm-sm-vive-wireless-hub/
https://www.literitecontrols.com/product/hjs-1-2-fm-sm-vive-wireless-hub/
https://literitecontrols.com/vive-by-lutron/


WattStopper  IT-200  –
INTELITIMER PRO LOGGER

This  is  the  InteliTimer  Pro  logger.  The  InteliTimer  Pro
(IT-200) is a revolutionary occupancy and light logger that
establishes the energy saving potential when using occupancy
sensors. With this versatile tool, spaces for lighting control
use can be pinpointed and savings can be verified.

The IT-200 records a log entry every time there is a change in
either the occupancy status or lighting status and stores a
detailed  history  of  these  events  for  retrieval  by  PC.  It
utilizes passive infrared technology to detect occupancy. It
observes the light level through a clear, plastic light pipe
to determine if lights are on or off. The logger distinguishes
artificial lighting from natural lighting to give accurate
“lights-on” readings. To log data, a user places the logger so
that its lens has a clear view of the workspace and the light-
pipe  aims  towards  the  nearest  light  fixture.  Check  out
Wattstopper DLM products here.

Reports  show  graphs  of  occupancy  and  lighting  and
projects savings and statistical information
Users set logging parameters for more accurate savings
projection
Powered by a lithium battery, with an extended life span
of approximately ten years

https://www.literitecontrols.com/product/it-200-intelitimer-pro-logger/
https://www.literitecontrols.com/product/it-200-intelitimer-pro-logger/
https://literitecontrols.com/wattstopper-dlm/
https://literitecontrols.com/wattstopper-dlm/


Small and lightweight for ease of use and portability
Installs quickly and conveniently and requires no wiring
IT-ProSoft  2.0  operates  in  six  languages  (English,
French, German, Spanish, Swedish, and Norwegian) with
appropriate currency/ date/time formats, and energy and
HVAC defaults
Occupancy detection LED helps users confirm that logger
is detecting motion in desired space
Light level LED helps users set logger to identify the
on and off lighting levels of different locations
The LEDs work for a 60 second test period to preserve
battery life


